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Designed by Gabriel Tan
Customer Service:
1.800.944.2233 inside the U.S.
1.203.614.0600 outside the U.S.

1. Apply rubber bumpers to support glass or marble top:
three bumpers on side table or five bumpers on coffee
table evenly spaced around perimeter and width of
frame, as shown.

Side Table

Coffee Table
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2. Stone top is especially subject to breaking if carried in a
horizontal orientation, and, to a lesser degree, glass as well.
When moving, always make sure to tip vertically and handle
with extraordinary care. When setting top down, lay flat on
a padded surface – do not lean against another object.

3. Before placing table base in its final location, apply
optional felt pads to bottom of leveling feet. Position base
without top near final location. Unpack top and gently
lower onto base, being careful not to drop abruptly.
Reach under table with one or two hands as necessary to
support top and ease gently down into place from below.
A second person should steady table to prevent tipping.
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Stone Care
Wipe up spills immediately. If neglected,
spills of wine, coffee, ketchup, oils and acidic
substances such as vinegar and citrus juice
can discolor marble. Clean regularly with a
soft cloth dampened with a solution of mild
detergent and warm water. Never use
solvents, window cleaner, household cleaners,
or abrasives of any kind. Apply a stone sealer
once a year to help protect finish.

Glass Care
Dust with a damp cloth and clean occasionally
with any good quality glass cleaner and a soft
cloth. Never use abrasives or solvents of any kind.

Wood Care
Regularly dust wood portions of table with
a damp soft cloth. Clean occasionally with a
soft cloth dampened with a solution of mild
detergent and lukewarm water.
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